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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the way, students come from every quarter, and after host and guest have

met, a student will take the measure of the teacher before him with a phrase.    Some tricky words
are picked out by the student and thrown at the corner of the teachers moth.    “Let’s see if you
can understand this!” he says.    If you recognize it to be a device, you seize it and fling it into a
pit.    Whereupon the student quits down, then asks the teacher to say something.    
As before the teacher robs him of his attitude.    The student says, ‘What superlative wisdom!    A
great teacher , indeed!”    To which you instantly retort, “You can’t even tell good from bad!”
Or a teacher may take out a bunch of stuff and play with it in front of a student.    The later, hav-
ing seen through this, makes himself master every time and doesn’t fall for the humbug.    Now
the teacher reveals the half of his body, whereupon the student gives a shout.    Again the teacher
tries to rattle the student by suing all sorts of expressions having to do with differentiation.    ‘You
can’t tell good from bad, you old shavepate!’ exclaims the student.    And the teacher with a sigh
of admiration, says, ‘Ah, a true follower of the way!”

    The section that we’ve just read is rather difficult.    But,    I think most people don’t re-
alize just what it is about this section that makes it difficult and challenging.    

I’ve been speaking all this week on various aspects so that you’ll be able to understand
where Rinzai stands, where his understanding is, his position, as far as this phenomenon of host
and guest meeting goes.    That is to say, how he understands the coming together of subjective
and objective.    So, for the last five days I’ve been trying to explain to you what’s really meant,
what we’re really referring to when we say subjective and objective.    

The world of ordinary human experience is the world of standing in the subjective and
looking out at the other as the objective.    But when you really contemplate, when you really
meditate, you come to realize that what the self is is the present, and what the world of the sur -
roundings of the self,  one’s surroundings are future and past.      That is to say the father and
mother.    So, the self appears having as its content the doing called the present.    But when you
carefully analyze the present, the self, you see that it contains both the positive and the negative
doings.    

So, this self cannot avoid the situation of using its plus activity in order to make a con-
nection with the activity called future, and using its minus activity in order to make a connection
with the activity called past.    So the self cannot escape from the world of past and future.    

But as I’ve been talking about, when that self is able to make the totality of the activity of
future and past its content, then that self becomes a complete self.    But, in the process of that
happening, all sorts of things have to be passed through, all sorts of things take place.    So the
thing to keep in mind, the thing to carefully contemplate is that as long as one is an incomplete
self, one is in the situation of having to form relationship with father and mother so that one can
become a complete self.    

So, in the present there appears, inside the present, the position of teacher, and the posi-
tion of student.    Both the teacher and the student exist having as their content the activity of
present.    So, it is from that perspective that we must study the section that we just read.    Both
teacher and student are embraced by future and past.    And one has to acknowledge that as soon
as a self is born, when the self is born there is the position of teacher, and there is the position of
student.    But, as I mentioned, both of them are surrounded, embraced by past and future.    

So, the student comes to visit the teacher, and we see the situation of the student encoun-
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tering the teacher.    And, as I’ve pointed out so many times, when the student and the teacher
meet, both the student and the teacher are arising from the same emptiness, from the same uni-
verse, the cosmos itself.    So, the self and the teacher meet in a room, they drink tea together.
They are a little snack which is in Chinese called “sarei 茶礼,” literally to make a formality.    

Now, the example of student and teacher interaction that Rinzai is giving us here is an ex-
ample of what happens when both student and teacher understand the process that produces
them.    It’s not an easy thing then, to be the teacher, to be the abbot.    

So the student, the practitioner, the unsui 雲水 as we call them says something, speaks a
word to the teacher.    What does he say?    He says something like, “Roshi, where do you come
from?”    If you were asked this how would you answer?    A Roshi would probably answer, “Well
if you come from space, that’s where I come from too.”    Now they have a special term in Chi-
nese that is translated in your text, “take the measure.”    In other words these are words that can
be used to measure the teacher the same way that you can with a scale measure how many
pounds a piece of meat or a fish ways.      Now, the student wont say , “Where do you come
from?”    The student will say something like, “Do you come from Japan, or do you come from
China?”    But the teacher sees through the literal words of the student. Because this is a teacher
that can recognize that the student comes from the same space as the teacher him or herself.    It’s
a teacher that understands that    if the student fell from heaven like rain, then the teacher wells
up from earth like a wellspring.    It doesn’t matter where you are born from.    You can be born
from the sky, or out of the earth.    

So, the two of them have met, encountered.    Before they encountered, they met, they
were living in separate abodes, separate houses so to speak.    And of course the teacher knows
that before the encounter with the student they had been living in separate worlds.      So the
teacher is not misled by the students words.    The teacher sees through the expressions, “Do you
come from Japan?    Do you come from China?    Do you come from heaven?    Do you come
from earth?”    So, the teacher gives a reply that shows that wherever you may have come from,
right now we’re in the same place.      We’re connecting.      We’re encountering.      And so, the
teacher is saying in effect to the student, “Both heaven and earth are in this one world.”    He
snatches away the attitude of the student.    

How about it for you?    So, what do you think about this principle?    The principle that
when you encounter, you may be standing in the position of heaven, and the teacher maybe
standing in the position of hell, but the fact is you have now met.    So, do you have the wisdom,
or do you lack the wisdom that understands the principle that underlies encounter.    The fact is
that no matter where you come from, you have to be able to acknowledge, that when you meet,
you share the same universe, you share the same space.    

Now, the student also understands this fundamental principle.    So, it’s not easy to be a
student like this.      The teacher would really have to watch his step with a student like this.    If
he wasn’t careful, something terrible might happen.    The student looks at the teacher in a way
that shows he totally understands.    And therefor can’t be shaken by the teacher’s words, but
rather seeks a word from the teacher.    And what opinion does he seek from the teacher.    Re-
member they both understand the principle behind their encounter.    So, so far in this encounter
the student is able to sit absolutely silently, showing that he fully understands.    Now this sitting
silently might appear to look like a defeat, like he doesn’t know what to do, but in fact that’s not
the case.    The student doesn’t need to respond to the teacher because he completely understands
where the teacher is coming from.    And that’s why the silence of the student shows how superla-
tive the student really is.    In other words the way that the student is silent “mmmm, is that so,”
shows that he has acknowledged what the teacher has to say.    

Now, they don’t tarry in their encountering, but rather, break through, pass through each
other;  the teacher  seeking to find the dwelling place of  the student,  the student  seeking the
dwelling place of the teacher.     And so now it’s time for the student to ask a question of the
teacher.    And what kind of question does the student ask?    He probably asks something which
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means in essence, “I’ve come here in order to completely fathom where you, the teacher live.”
A wonderful student, huh!    The teacher would be happy when a student comes and says, “I’ve
come here in order to fathom your innermost reaches.    I’ve come here in order to study what
you have learned, what you have practiced.    Most teachers would like to hear that.      And they
would say, “I welcome you.    I’m glad you come.”    But the teacher in this case doesn’t show be-
ing pleased.    This is where we come to the difficult point.    What did the teacher say?    He robs
the student of the students attitude.    He says, “Don't say that!”    As long as you have a self that
says that you are not the real thing.

It’s like a girl visiting her boyfriend, and saying, “I really missed you, that’s why I came,”
and the boyfriend saying, “I don’t want to hear that!”    What do you think about this?    Most
boys, if their girlfriend came and said something like that, would be very pleased, and their ex-
pression would be so pleased that their nose would curl up.    So happy.    But this boyfriend says,
“Don’t say that.”    In fact it’s worse than “Don’t say that.”    It’s “You shouldn’t be saying this!”

You may remember that when Rinzai first met his own teacher Obaku he initially asked
Obaku what is  the essence,  the essential  truth of Buddhism.      Obaku would be happy, huh?
What Obaku actually did is give him a whack, saying with that whack, “Don’t ask this question.
That’s not real practice.”    Now this is a real encounter of lovers.    Because encounter can never
go right if there is ego consciousness.    An encounter must be broken through, there must be a
mutual passing through, and if we say that, for example, the man is in the world of heaven, then
the woman passes through the encounter to go right into the world of heaven, and if we say that
the woman is in the world of hell, then the man passes through their meeting, their touching, and
goes right into the world of hell.

So, you have to understand how when there is an encounter there is a dividing into host
and guest, subject and object.    And then how that touching is broken through so that the other’s
world is experienced.    This is what a great teacher can do.    A great through the surface of the
encounter in order to experience the hell of the student.    A great student can break through the
surface of the encounter in order to experience the heaven of the teacher.    When you come in for
sanzen, we experience together the contrasting of subject and object.    And the student says, “I
have a question.    Where is God?” “There’s just one God.    Where can I find that God? Where
does that God live?”    Now, you’re encountering the teacher.    But according to Tathagata Zen as
soon as there is encounter, subject and object have together manifested one God.    Even though
they may be talking they are manifesting a world beyond speech.

It’s such a happy encounter.    It’s so good to meet you.    And so you answer skillfully,
“It’s so good to see you.    So good to meet you.”    But if you fixate at the point of encounter,
then the student wont be able to understand where the teacher, and the teacher wont be able to
experience where the student lives.    (TURN OVER TAPE)

So, according to Tathagata Zen, inevitably that encountering is broken through, there is a
passing through, an interpenetration, and the teacher can experience the source of the student, the
student can experience the source of the teacher.     So because he understood this the student
asked a question of the teacher.    The question could be something like this maybe, “Those that
meet inevitably must part, when we part where will you go?”    Maybe he’d ask something like
that.    But as I said, the teacher says, “Don’t talk like that!”    The student would have been okay
just to remain silent, that’s why the teacher said, “Don’t talk!”    But the student really knows.
The student really know that when you encounter you have to go beyond encountering, and ex-
perience the source of the teacher.    So the teacher negates the students egocentric perspective.

How can you pass beyond encountering?    How can you break through meeting?    It has
to happen without will or desire.    If when you encounter you’re still stagnating in will, then you
can’t have the experience of breaking through the encounter.    It’s absolutely incumbent to break
through.    

The student understands what the teacher did in snatching away his ego, and therefore
praises the teacher.    This is a great teacher indeed, possessing superlative wisdom.    And what
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kind of praise is given?    How is the praise to be given?    How can the student praise the teacher?
The teacher wont be happy if the student were to just say, “You have great wisdom.”    So how
can the student praise the teacher.     No doubt the teacher is a great teacher, but how can the
teacher be praised.    Rinzai shows the student how to do it.    Rinzai’s example of how to praise a
teacher, “You sir, are an idiot that can’t even tell good from bad.”    How about it?    To be free
from good and evil means to be a really free person.    This is hard to understand.

A true master, a truly attained person is not caught in good or evil.    As long as you’re do-
ing good or doing evil, you’re not the real thing.    So the student says, “You can’t tell good from
bad.”    You are a fool, that can’t tell the difference between a man and a woman.    

Now, one of the most fundamental expressions in Buddhism is a poem, a short rhyme that
epitomizes Buddhism, and it goes like this, “Avoid doing all evil.    Take on the practice of all
good.    Purify your own mind.    This is what all the Buddhas teach.”    This is a fundamental
tenent of Buddhism but the interpretation of it is very difficult, very challenging.    And therefore,
in Zen, when we interpret this poem we don’t do it the way that is done by the usual scholars of
the Buddhist teachings.

Because the usual way, the standard way of interpreting this stands in the perspective of a
self that’s looking for its own convenience.    Now, the first line of this poem goes, “shoaku-
makusa.”    from the literal meaning of the Chinese characters it would mean don’t do any evil,
avoid all the evils.    But who says that?    It’s a self isn’t it?    It’s a self that is talking from the
perspective of its own convenience.    When you tell people, “Don’t do evil,” then you’ll always
be having to look at the evil god.    What we mean by bad is what doesn’t meet our convenience,
so as long as you are standing in a self then bad things will always be there in front of you.    But
what happens when the self disappears?    There’s no more good or evil.

At the source there is no self that exists in contrast to other, because there’s no will or de-
sire in the source.    So the two characters “makusa,” which could be interpreted as, “Don’t do
evil,” can also be interpreted as, “Evil does not exist.”    So when you manifest true love then lov-
ing and not loving disappear.    So if we fixate ourselves in our encounters then we wont be able
to experience this true love, and we’ll be constantly facing bad.    We have to break through our
encounters so that plus can experience minus, and minus can experience plus, and this is the ba-
sic principle that we need to base ourself upon.    

And in this way plus and minus can break through their meeting, and each one can have
the experience of the totality.    That is to say they can mutually experience zero.    What do I
mean by zero?    Zero means completeness.    It’s the doing that happens when the ego, the self
has disappeared.    There is no good or bad in the activity of zero.    So according to the zen inter-
pretation this first phrase of this famous poem means that we should dissolve the self so that we
can experience that state of completeness, that state of zero wherein there is nothing bad.    Al-
most every interpretation based on standard Buddhism will interpret this poem to mean, the first
phrase to mean, avoid doing evil.    So that kind of interpretation is based on the fixating of a self
that looks upon things in its arbitrary self centered way as good or bad.    That is not the perspec-
tive of the reality of the source itself.    

So we have to be able to understand, to grasp what is praiseful about this phrase of the
student, “You don’t understand good and evil.”    It means you’re doing the activity that doesn’t
need to understand. Now of course in Buddhism we talk about sin or bad deeds, bad karma.    Sin
comes about because of fixating the self.    If we don’t congeal, if we don’t fixate the self, sin
does not arise.    The tiniest, tiniest little fixation of the self, and good and bad mind appears,
good and bad mental states appear.    And according to Tathagata Zen if a religion claims that the
purpose of religion is the good that arises in that case, that is not a true religion.    

But, don’t forget, that if you are fixating the self you have to avoid evil, and practice
good.    So if you don’t fixate the self, then the issue of good and bad isn’t an issue, but when you
are fixating the self, you must practice good, you must avoid bad.    Well there is alot of challeng-
ing and difficult things to talk about, but we’ll save that for tomorrow.
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